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1.0 Introduction clay_
Made

1.1  Concept Outline             

    _clayMade aims to interactively enable kids to play and learn as a 
    group using self modeled real world objects which serve as signifiers 
    and their movment and interactions, a trigger to objects in their 
    fantasy. 
    _interactive learning about real world signifiers using the kid’s 
    fantasy and imagination. Aids communication between children.
    _visuals are created for the modeled characters and the 
    environment on a screen.
    _movement of animals and building of their environments on the 
    screen would happen by movement and placement of self modeled 
    physical objects.
    _animated visuals and interactions between animals serve as trigger
    for story development.
    _multiple kids play together, leading to the development of a story
    in real time.
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1.2  Conceptual Model

             

    _clayMade aims to interactively enable kids to play and learn as a 
    group using self modeled real world objects which serve as signifiers 
    and their movment and interactions a trigger to objects in their 
    fantasy. 
    _interactive learning about real world signifiers using the kid’s 
    fantasy and imagination. Aids communication between children.
    _visuals are created for the modeled characters and the 
    environment on a screen.
    _movement of animals and building of their environments on the 
    screen would happen by movement and placement of self modeled 
    physical objects.
    _animated visuals and interactions between animals serve as trigger
    for story development.
    _multiple kids play together, leading to the development of a story
    in real time.
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Fig. 1.
User Profile for children aged 4-5: 
_tend to become much more social 
_collaborate with each other to create 
and combine ideas 
_coordinate roles and understand complex 
stories

Fig. 2. Depiction of how clayMade aids children in testing 
their imagination and fantasy through physical means.           
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2.3   Field Study 

2.4   Stakeholders and Tasks
Fig. 15-18. Observation of children playing alone and in groups with playing dough/clay.

StakeHolders: teachers, children, parents [indirect]
Children: 
_create the model of an animal out of a specific color.
_add elements of the environment(immovable living/non-living 
objects) like lakes, trees etc. Also made with playing clay/dough.
_move the animal across the board,making it interact with other 
animals and elements of environment that they or their peers created.
Teacher:
_act as moderator and the guide for children while they create stories.
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   Clay made is an experimental design which facilitates collaborative
   story building through tangible self made toys and animated visuals.
   Simple modelling clay and interactive animations are brought 
   together to bring kids imagination to life.
   It can easily be extended with more games and more animals. Games 
   can be made more focused to teach specific subjects to older 
   children. Gesture recognition abilities might also be added to it, 
   making the gameplay even more immersive. 
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